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Abstract. In the present paper we show properties of a little-known Laplacian operator acting on symmetric 
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terior differential forms. Moreover, this operator admits the Weitzenböck decomposition and we study 
it using the analytical method, due to Bochner, of proving vanishing theorems for the null space of a 
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1. Introduction 
In present paper we show properties of a little-known differential operator sym  of second order which 
acts on symmetric tensors on a Riemannian manifold (M, g). This operator is an analogue of the well 
known Hodge-de Rham Laplacian   which acts on exterior differential forms (see [1, p. 54]; [2, p. 
204]). The operator sym  is a self-adjoint Laplacian operator and its kernel is a finite-dimensional vec-
tor space on a compact Riemannian manifold (M, g). In addition, the Laplacian sym  admits the Weit-
zenböck decomposition and so we can study it using the analytical method, due to Bochner, of proving 
vanishing theorems for the null space of a Laplace operator admitting a Weitzenböck decomposition 
and further of estimating its lowest eigenvalue (see [1, p. 53]; [2, p. 211]; [3]; [4] and [5]).  
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give a brief review of the Riemannian geo-
metry of the Laplacian sym . In the third section of the paper we prove vanishing theorems of the ker-
nel of sym . In the fourth section, we demonstrate the main result of the present paper which is the es-
timation of the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian sym . In the final section a Bochner integral formula 
for the Yano Laplacian will be obtained.  
2. Definitions and notations 
2.1. Let (M, g) be a compact oriented C-Riemannian manifold of dimension n  2 and MS p be a 
symmetric tensor product of order p  1 of a tangent bundle TM of M. On tensor spaces on M we have 
canonical scalar product g(  ,  ) and on their C-sections the global scalar product  , . In particu-
lar, for any MSС, p  we have 
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M
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1, ,                                                          (2.1) 
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Next, if D is a differential operator between some tensor bundles over M, its formal adjoint D* is 
uniquely defined by the formula  D,,D  (see [1, p. 460]). For example (see [1, p. 514]), the 
covariant derivative  MSMTCMSC pp  : , whose formal adjoint   will be also denoted 
by   MSCMSMTC pp   : . In local coordinates, this operator is defined by equalities 
 
pp i...iij
ij
i...i g 11   for an arbitrary  MSMTC p  .  
Furthermore we define (see also [1, p. 514]) the operator MSCMSC pp 1:   of degree 1 
by the formula    Sym  for an arbitrary MSС p . In local coordinates we have 
 
110110110 

pppppp i...iiiii...iiii...ii
...  . 
Then MSCMSC pp  1:  is the adjoint operator of   with respect to the global product (2.1).  
2.2. In [6] the operator sym   MSСMSС
pp    : of degree 2 was defined. The operator 
sym  is related to a variational problem (see [6]), as follows: If we define the “energy” of symmetric 
tensor field   by  E   ½  sym, , then 0sym    is the condition for a free extremal of  E   
½  sym, . This operator is an analogue of the well known Hodge-de Rham Laplacian 
МСМС рр  : which acts on C-sections of the bundle Mp of covariant skew-symmetric 
tensors of degree p; in other words, exterior differential p-forms on M (see [1, p. 34]; [2, p. 204]). 
The operator sym  is a self-adjoint Laplacian operator and its kernel is a finite-dimensional vector 
space on a compact Riemannian manifold (M, g) (see [6]; [7], [10]). In this case, by virtue of the Fred-
holm alternative (see [1, p. 464]; [2, p. 205]) vector spaces Ker sym  and Im sym  are orthogonal com-
plements of each other with respect to the global scalar product (2.1), i.e.  
 MSC p Ker sym  Im sym .                                                      (2.2) 
At the same time, we recall that this decomposition is an analog of the well-known Hodge orthogonal 
decomposition  MC p Ker   Im   where 11  пр and the kernel of   consists of harmonic 
exterior differential p-forms on M (see [2], pp. 202-213). 
Compare the operator  sym  with the rough Laplacian    (see [1, p. 54]). First, it is easy to 
see that these two operators coincide if (M, g) is a locally Euclidean space. Second, the operator sym  – 
  has order zero and can be defined by symmetric endomorphism Bp of the bundle MS p  where Bp 
can be algebraically (even linearly) expressed through the curvature and Ricci tensors of (M, g) (see [1, 
p. 53]; [6]). This can be expressed by the Weitzenböck decomposition formula sym   
  – Bp and 
means that sym  is a Lichnerowicz Laplacian. In local coordinates we have  
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 ,                  (2.3) 
where ijr  and ijklR  are components of the Ricci tensor Ric and curvature tensor R with respect to a lo-
cal coordinate system nx,...,x1 .   
Remark.  Eigenvalues with their multiplicities of the Lichnerowicz Laplacian L   
  + Bp ,  which 
acts on the vector space MSС p over the Euclidian sphere nS  were discussed in [11].  
In particular, if (M, g) is a locally Euclidean manifold then the equation sym    0 becomes 
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 with respect to a local Cartesian coordinate system nx,...,x1 . This means that all com-
ponents of a covariant completely symmetric p-tensor   on a locally Euclidean manifold (M, g) are 
harmonic functions belonging to the kernel of the Laplacian sym . This property is also characteristic 
for any harmonic exterior differential p-form (see [2, p. 205-212]). Therefore, the symmetric tensor 
ker sym  was named in [6] as a harmonic symmetric p-tensor on a Riemannian manifold (M, g). 
Remark. For a harmonic symmetric p-tensor, it was said in [6] that it does not have any geometrical 
interpretation for p 2 . It was also pointed out that symmetric tensors, whose covariant derivative va-
nishes is clearly harmonic, the metric tensor g being the most important example. These tensors are 
trivial examples of a harmonic symmetric tensor. Now we can say (see Theorem 4.6 in the paper [12] 
of the first of the three authors of this paper) that the 3-tensor T of a nearly integrable SO(3)-structure 
on a five-dimensional connected Riemannian manifold (M, g) is a non-trivial example of a harmonic 
symmetric tensor. 
2.3. For p  2, the explicit expression for sym  is sufficiently complicated but for the case p  1, it has 
the form sym   1B  where RicB 1 . From well known Weitzenböck decomposition formula 
Ric   we obtain sym Ric2 , where, in local coordinates, we have 
( sym    jijii r  2  (see [7]; [10]). This form of the operator sym  was used by K. Yano (see, for 
example, the monograph [8, p. 40] and paper [9]) for the investigation of infinitesimal isometries of 
(M, g) preserving the metric g and special vector fields named geodesic vector fields. Therefore, in pa-
per [10], we called it as the Yano operator or, in other words, the Yano Laplacian. We will use this 
name for sym  throughout this paper. 
On the other hand, a vector field X on (M, g) is called an infinitesimal harmonic transformation if  
the one-parameter group of local transformations of (M, g) generated by X consists of local harmonic 
diffeomorphisms (see [13]). At the same time, the equality sym 0 for   X,g  is necessary and 
sufficient condition for a vector field X to be an infinitesimal harmonic transformation on (M, g) (see 
[7], [10]). Hence, in the special case of p  1 the kernel of sym  consists of infinitesimal harmonic 
transformations. 
In addition, we recall the following examples of infinitesimal harmonic transformations: infinite-
simal isometric transformations of Riemannian manifolds (see [8, p. 44]), infinitesimal conformal 
transformations of two-dimensional Riemannian manifolds (see [8, p. 47]), affine Killing (see [8, p. 
45]) and geodesic vector fields (see [9]) on Riemannian manifolds, holomorphic vector fields on near-
ly Kählerian manifolds (see [10]) and vector fields that transform a Riemannian metrics into Ricci soli-
ton metrics (see [7]). 
In conclusion, we point out that the vector space Ker  :  Ker sym   Ker   of all infinitesimal 
isometric transformations must be an orthogonal complement of the vector space Ker sym   Im d of 
all infinitesimal gradient harmonic transformations with respect to the whole space Ker sym  on a 
compact orientable Einstein manifold (M, g) (see [9]). In view of (2.2) we can write the following or-
thogonal decomposition  MSC 1  Ker sym  Im d    Ker  
*  Im sym . 
3. Vanishing theorems  
3.1. Let (M, g) be a compact and oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension n  2 and 
sym MSСMSС
pp  :  be the Yano Laplacian. Then the following proposition is true (for the proof 
see Appendix). 
Lemma 3.1. Let (M, g) be a compact oriented C-Riemannian manifold of dimension 2п  and 
sym MSСMSС
pp  : be the Yano Laplacian then  
 sym  ,     ,  –   ,Вр                                               (3.1) 
where  
 
  dv,Bg,В p
M
р !p
   1
1 . 
The integral formula (3.1) we obtain by the Weitzenböck decomposition formula sym   
  – Bp  In 
particular, (2.3) becomes  
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with respect to a local coordinate system nx,...,x1 .  
For the special case of  p 1 we can rewrite the formula (3.1) in the form   
 sym  ,      ,  – X,XRic                                                  (3.2) 
where   X,g  for an arbitrary X  CT*M. It is well known that Ric  . Then from (3.2) 
we obtain the formula 
 sym  ,     ,  – X,XRic2  .                                                (3.3) 
Corollary 3.2. Let (M, g) be a compact oriented C-Riemannian manifold of dimension 2п  and 
sym MSСMSС
11:   be the Yano Laplacian then  ,  –  sym  ,   X,XRic2  where 
  X,g   for an arbitrary X  CT*M. 
3.2. The curvature tensor R defines a linear endomorphism    MSMSR 22: 

 by the formula 
  jkijklil RR  

 where ijklR are local components of R and kl
jlikij gg    for local components ij  of 
an arbitrary MSC 2 . The symmetries of R imply that 

R  is a self-adjoint operator, with respect to 
the pointwise inner product on  MS 2 . Hence the eigenvalues of 

R  are all real numbers at each point 
Мх . Thus, we say 

R  is positive (resp. negative), or simply 

R  > 0 (resp. 

R  < 0), if all the eigenva-
lues of 

R  are positive (resp. negative). This endomorphism    MSMSR 22: 

 was named as the 
operator of curvature of the second kind (see [15]). 
Remark. Definition, properties and applications of 

R  can be found in the following monograph and 
papers [1]; [14]; [15]; [16]; [17] and etc. 
Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. If there exists a positive constant   such that 
ij
ij
jkil
ijklR                                                             (3.4) 
holds for any MSC 2 , then (M, g) is said to be a Riemannian manifold of negative restricted cur-
vature operator of the second kind. In this case the following theorem is true. 
Theorem 3.3. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional compact oriented Riemannian manifold. Suppose the 
curvature operator of the second kind    MSMSR 22: 

 is negative and bounded above by some 
negative number –   at each point Мх . Then (M, g) does not admit non-zero symmetric harmonic 
p-tensors. 
Proof. Let   be a harmonic symmetric p-tensor then from (3.1) we obtain  
   ,Вр   ,   0.                                                       (3.5) 
On the other hand, from (3.4) we obtain the following inequalities  
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which show that 
     ,рпр,Вр 2 < 0                                              (3.6) 
for an arbitrary non-zero MSC p . Inequalities (3.5) and (3.6) contradict each other. This contra-
diction proves our theorem.  
Remark. We recall that an orientable and compact Riemannian manifold (M, g) does not admit a non-
zero harmonic exterior differential p-form if its curvature operator    MSMSR 22: 

 is positive and 
bounded below (see [15]). 
3.3. A 1-dimensional immersed submanifold   of (M, g) is called a geodesic if exists a parameteriza-
tion :  txx ii   for t I ℝ satisfying 0 xx  . If each solution  txx ii   of the equations 
0 xx   of the geodesics satisfies the condition   constx,...,x   for smooth covariant completely 
symmetric p-tensor   and kхtd
xdx
k


 , then the equations 0 xx   admit so called a first integral 
of the p-th order of differential equations of geodesics.  
The equation       0 Х,...,Х,ХX,...,X,X Х  serves as necessary and sufficient condition 
for this [18, pp. 128-129]. On the other hand, the integral formula (3.1) can be given in the form 
  0   ,,,,Вр .                                (3.7) 
Thus, by the Theorem 3.1, we have the following result (see also [19]).  
Corollary 3.4. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional compact oriented Riemannian manifold. Suppose the 
curvature operator of the second kind    MSMSR 22: 

 is negative and bounded above by some 
negative number –   at each point Мх . Then (M, g) does not admit first integrals of the p-th order 
of differential equations of geodesics.  
Finally, for the special case of p 1, by the Corollary 3.2, we have (see also [10])  
Corollary 3.5. If, in n-dimension  2п compact orientable Riemannian manifold (M, g), the Ricci 
tensor Ric is negative definite, then (M, g) does not admit non-zero infinitesimal harmonic transforma-
tions. 
4. Spectral properties of the Yano Laplacian 
4.1. A real number r , for which there is a tensor MSС p  (not identically zero) such that 
sym 
р , is called an eigenvalue of sym  and the corresponding MSС
p  an eigentensor of 
sym  corresponding to 
р . The zero p-tensor and the eigentensors corresponding to a fixed eigenvalue 
р form a vector subspace of MS p  denoted by  MV p  and called the eigenspace corresponding to the 
eigenvalue р . The following theorem is true. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional  2п  compact and oriented Riemannian manifold and 
sym MSСMSС
pp  : be the Yano Laplacian.  
1) Suppose the curvature operator of the second kind    MSMSR 22: 

 is negative and bounded 
above by some negative number –   at each point Мх . Then an arbitrary eigenvalue р  of 
sym  is positive. 
2) The eigenspaces of sym  are finite dimensional. 
3) The eigenforms corresponding to distinct eigenvalues are orthogonal.  
Proof. 1) Let  MV p  be a non-zero eigentensor corresponding to the eigenvalue 
p , that is  
sym 
p  then  we can rewrite the formula (3.1) in the form   
 ,р    –    ,Вр   , .                                               (4.1) 
If we suppose that the curvature operator of the second kind    MSMSR 22: 

 is negative and 
bounded above by some negative number –   at each point Мх  then, by the inequality (3.1), we 
conclude  
  ,р    –    ,Вр   ,    02   ,,рпр .                   (4.2) 
2) The eigenspaces of sym  are finite dimensional because sym  is an elliptic operator. 
3) Let рр 21    and 21  ,  be the corresponding symmetric eigentensors. Then  sym 21  ,    
211  ,
р  and  sym 21  ,   .,, рр 212221    Therefore   21210  ,рр   and since 
рр
21    it follows that 021  , , that is, 1  and 2 are orthogonal.  
Using the general theory of elliptic operators on compact (M, g) it can be proved that sym  has a 
discrete spectrum, denoted by Spec(p)(M), consisting of real eigenvalues of finite multiplicity which 
accumulate only at infinity. In symbols, we have Spec(p)(M)    ...рр 210  .  In addition, 
if we suppose that the curvature operator of the second kind    MSMSR 22: 

 is negative and 
bounded above then Spec(p)(M)    ...рр 210  . Moreover, the following theorem is true. 
Theorem 4.2. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional compact and oriented Riemannian manifold. Suppose 
the curvature operator of the second kind    MSMSR 22: 

 is negative and bounded above by some 
negative number –   at each point Мх . Then the first eigenvalue р1  of the Yano Laplacian 
sym MSСMSС
pp  :  satisfies the inequality   21  рnрр .   
Proof. Suppose the curvature operator of the second kind    MSMSR 22: 

 is negative and 
bounded above by some negative number –   at each point Мх . Then for an eigentensor   corres-
ponding to an eigenvalue рλ , (4.2) becomes the inequalities 
                                   ,р    ,рпр 2   ,     ,рпр 2              (4.3)                  
which prove that 
   021   рnрр .                                                           (4.4) 
If the equality is valid in (4.4), then from (4.3) we obtain 0  and   0рВ . In this case we have 
the identity 0 , because  рВ  is strictly negative for an arbitrary nonzero MSС p . This com-
pletes the proof. 
In the special case of p  1 we obtain the following corollary from the above theorem.   
Corollary 4.3. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional compact oriented Riemannian manifold. Suppose the 
Ricci tensor satisfies the inequality   gnRic 1  for some positive number , then the first eigen-
value 11  of the Yano Laplacian sym MSСMSС
11:   satisfies the inequality   1211  п .  The 
equality   1211  п  is attained for some harmonic eigenform MSC 1 and in this case the mul-
tiplicity of 11  is less than or equals to the Betti number b1(M). 
Proof.  Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional compact and oriented Riemannian manifold, and define the 
Ricci tensor Ric of (M, g) by its components ijr  with respect to a local coordinate system 
nx,...,x1 . If 
there exists a positive constant   such that 
  iijiij nr  1                                                           (4.5) 
holds for any MSC 1 , then (M, g) is said to be a Riemannian manifold of negative restricted Ricci 
curvature.  
Next, suppose that the Ricci is negative and bounded above by some negative number –  1п  at 
each point Мх , i.e.   gnRic 1 , then from sym   Ric2  we obtain the inequality 
                                     sym  ,      ,п 12   ,                                                 (4.6)                  
for an arbitrary MSC 1 . Then for an eigenform   corresponding to an eigenvalue 1 , (4.6) be-
comes the inequalities 
                                   ,1 2    ,п 1  ,  2    ,п 1                               (4.7)                  
which prove that 
   01211   n .                                                           (4.8) 
If the equality is valid in (4.8), then from (4.7) we obtain 0 . In this case   is a harmonic 1-form 
and the multiplicity of 11  is less than or equals to the Betti number b1(M). 
4. Appendix  
In this section we prove the Lemma 3.1. For this we introduce a vector field X with components 
p
p
i...ii
ji...i
j 2
2    with respect to a local coordinate system 
nx,...,x1 . Then 
   pppppp i...iijii...iji...iiji...jiii...iiji...ijiX 222222 div   
  pppppp i...i
jli...kii
ijkli...i
ji...ii
ij
i...iij
i...jii Rрr 332222 1   . 
In turn, for the vector field Y with local components pp
i...ij
ji...i
i 2
2   , we have the equalities 
  pppppp i...ijjii...iii...ijji...iiii...ijji...iiiY 222222div   . 
Let (M, g) be a compact and oriented Riemannian manifold then it follows from the Green’s theorem 
0div  dvZ
M
 for Z  X – Y that  
  
M
i...i
jli...kii
ijkli...i
ji...ii
ij p
p
p
p Rрr 3322 1   
 022201210  dvpppp i...ijji...iiii...iii...iiii                             (4.1)  
Since 
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the integral formula (4.1) can be written in the form 
  0   ,,,,Вр                                           (4.2) 
where  
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i dv, pp!p
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The operator sym  satisfies the property  sym  ,,,   , which follows imme-
diately from its definition. Therefore, the integral formula (4.2) can be rewritten in the form (3.1). 
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